The Announcement of the Office of the Secondary Educational Service Area 29

Titled "Intention on Integrity in the Administration of the OSESA 29"

The Office of the Basic Education Commission pays attention to the importance of the ethical and transparent management in accordance with (Prime Minister General Prayut Chan-ocha) dated September 12, 2014 (B.E. 2557) regarding the promotion of the national management with good governance along with the prevention of corruption in the government sector based on the ethical concerns according to the performance standard of the OSESA 29 as well as the manual of integrity and transparency assessment (ITA) of the state agencies of the Office of the National Counter Corruption Commission and the Office of Public Sector Anti-Corruption Commission.

The OSESA 29 realized and implements the practical plan on the prevention and suppression of corruption in the 3-year plan (2016-2018) covering the issues on transparency, readiness for wrongdoing acceptance, and corruption-free performances, the organizational ethics and morality, ethics and morality of agency and the internal communications to ensure the behaviors of all officials and personnel under the OSESA 29. This is going to meet the needs of society and to become trustful agency for the people in society and to expect that all officials concerned in the OSESA 29 will behave themselves with reputation of their performances based on their responsibilities compared to the standard performance in order to take into consideration to improve their further performances.

I, as the administrator of the OSESA 29, intend to promote and support all officials and personnel under the OSESA 29 to perform their tasks with morality and transparency toward efficiency and effectiveness to be ready to maintain the state benefits along with justice of the Thai people with quality and equality.

I would like to confer my intention to my colleagues on prevention and suppression of corruption in the state sector with consciousness and awareness of the existing responsibilities, to perform my tasks with the utmost knowledge and intellectual under the
principles of good governance to reach the mission of OSESA 29 and maintain them to be the benefit of the Thai people and collectively to do good deeds in remembrance of our beloved king, King Rama IX.

On behalf of all administrators of the OSESA 29, I would like to announce that we will manage education with integrity based on the principles of transparent good governance that can be checked and I am ready to responsible for the creation of the social creed that the OSESA 29 has a strong intention to encounter all types of corruption and will stick on the making of the OSESA 29 become the sustainable white government agency through the following performances:

1. To perform every stage in accordance with law, regulations and rules completely, strictly and help promote the personnel concerned to perform under law, regulations and rules assigned.

2. To cultivate and crate awareness, values on the counteraction against corruption to know how to operate between personal advantages and general benefit, to cultivate awareness on morality as well as the strong internal checks and balances and efficiency in order to make the personnel in the office become aware of the disadvantages of corruption toward the state agency and the nation in order to create the culture if anti-corruption.

3. To reject the behaviors of corruption and the feeling of being able to stand corruption itself by using the means of the social sanction to affect those personnel concerned under the OSESA 29 to become embarrassed or make them even fear to perform corruption.

4. To cultivate awareness for the learners in the educational institutes/schools under the OSESA 29 to be aware of damages caused by corruption and to encounter corruption.

5. To guideline of the implementation and cooperative activities.

5.1 To coordinate and provide cooperation in organizing the drive of the national strategies regarding the prevention and suppression of corruption in Stage 3 (2017-2021)

5.2 To coordinate and provide cooperation in order to let every agency under the OSESA 29 cooperate as the network in preventing and suppressing corruption and all agency under the OSESA 29 must organize the communication, publishing and public relation to promote preventing and suppressing corruption network.

5.3 To cooperate the investigation and doing research, collection of bodies of knowledge upon the prevention and suppression of corruption.
5.4 To collectively organize knowledge of the national strategies concerning the prevention and suppression of corruption in Stage 3 (2017-2021) on the guidelines on the promotion of morality, ethics for the school administrators, teachers and educational personnel under the OSES 29 who take part in the implementation of educational management at all levels together with the cooperation to obtain knowledge and understanding as well.

5.5 To cooperate the advice giving, recommendations of guidelines including the monitoring and evaluation of the cooperative implementation mentioned.

5.6 To cultivate awareness of work under the ethics and morals and live according to Sufficiency Economy Philosophy.

5.7 To participate other types of implementation regarding the prevention and suppression of all types of corruption at the ultimate ability.

Announced for being taken into consideration accordingly

Date 11 November 2020

(Mr. Aitthiphat Akkasarn)
Director of The Secondary Education Service Area Office 29